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MORPHOLOGY 
 

Latin is an inflected language. That means that the forms of Latin words will change to 
reflect different grammatical functions or altered meaning. The English language does this 
sometimes too: 

 

I give gifts to the gods, but the poet gives them nothing.  
 I gave gifts to the gods. 
  

The frog has a long tongue.  
 The frog’s tongue is long. 
 

If these sentences were translated into Latin, the highlighted words would change form (I 
give = do; he gives = dat; I gave = dedi; frog = rana; frog’s = ranae). Many of the non-
highlighted words would change too, because Latin is a much more highly inflected 
language than English. 
 

The frog has a long tongue.  rana linguam longam habet. 
 The frog’s tongue is long.  lingua ranae est longa. 
 

One of the important things you will be learning this week is morphology, the ways in which 
forms (and particularly the ends) of words alter as their meaning or function changes. 
 

Question: What other differences can you see between the English and the Latin 
sentences? 

 

SYNTAX 
 

The “syntax” of a word is its grammatical function in the sentence. If you can identify the 
syntax of a word in an English sentence, you can translate it into Latin. Conversely, the 
morphology of a word in a Latin sentence will help you to identify its syntax, and enable you 
to understand the sentence. 
 

To talk about syntax, you need some terminology: 
 

noun   the word for a person, place, thing, idea, action, quality 

pronoun  a word that stands in for a noun  

verb   describes an action or state of being 

subject   the noun that performs the action (or state of being) of the verb 

object   the noun that receives the action of the verb 

indirect object  the noun indirectly acted upon by the verb 

   used with verbs of giving, telling, showing, saying, and promising 

   English clue: noun x does noun y to noun z  
 

Exercise: Identify the syntax of the nouns and pronouns in the following sentences: 
 

I think therefore I am. 
Did you see the queen? 
The poet told a story to his daughter. 
The girl gave her mother a flower. 

Welcome to Latin! There will be 
handouts provided every day – this is 
the material for the first day. 
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NOUNS 
 

Every Latin noun has a particular gender. Nouns also have number and case, determined by 
their syntax (i.e. grammatical function in the sentence). 
 

Latin nouns are: masculine (m.), feminine (f.) or neuter (n.). Gender is not always intuitive:  

 words denoting males are masculine: nauta (sailor), agricola (farmer), poeta 
(poet). 

 words denoting females are feminine: regina (queen), filia (daughter), dea 
(goddess), femina (woman). 

 words denoting inanimate and non-human things can be either masculine, 
feminine or neuter: aquila (eagle) is feminine, like rana (frog), notwithstanding 
the sex of the animal concerned. 

 

Nouns in Latin are: singular or plural. The number of a noun in Latin will always, as 
sometimes in English, change the ending:  
  

The dog sticks out his tongue. canis prodit linguam. 
 Cerberus sticks out his tongues. Cerberus prodit linguas. 
  

The “case” of a noun is determined by its syntax (grammatical function). There are SIX cases 
in Latin, and the form (morphology) of a noun changes accordingly. The cases are: 
NOMINATIVE, VOCATIVE, ACCUSATIVE, GENITIVE, DATIVE, ABLATIVE. 
 

The nominative case is used for the SUBJECT of a verb (the person or thing performing the 
action of the verb): 
 The queen told her daughter a story. 
 The frog exists. 
 

It is also used for the PREDICATE NOMINATIVE (aka 
“complement”) of a verb, if the verb is “copulative”. Copulative 
verbs connect or associate two nouns (the subject and the 
predicate nominative). These are verbs like “to be”, “to 
become”, “to seem” 
 The sailor is a pirate. 
 It is I!      

The accusative case is used for the DIRECT OBJECT of a verb (the person or thing to whom 
the action of the verb happens): 
 The queen showed her daughter an eagle. 
 The frog loves the sailor. 
 

Not every verb takes a direct object (those that do are “transitive”, those that don’t are 
“intransitive”): 
 The eagle flies. 
 

The dative case is used to denote the person or thing with a special interest in or affected 
by the action. Often it is best translated with “to” or “for”. 
 

The dative of INDIRECT OBJECT is common: 
 The queen told her daughter a story. 
 The sailor gave gifts to the goddesses. 
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THE FIRST DECLENSION 
 

We will learn how to use the other three cases later: now it is time to learn the endings for 
nouns in the first “declension”. There are five declensions in Latin, and these are just groups 
of nouns which share a given morphology (in other words, they have the same endings). 
 

CASE Singular Plural  VOCABULARY    

Nominative -a -ae  agricola, -ae farmer  aquila, -ae eagle 

Vocative -a -ae  nauta, -ae sailor  dea, -ae goddess 

Accusative -am -ās  pīrāta, -ae pirate  fēmina, -ae woman 

Genitive -ae -ārum  poeta, -ae poet  fīlia, -ae daughter 

Dative -ae -īs     lingua, -ae tongue 

Ablative -ā -īs     rāna, -ae frog 

       rēgīna, -ae queen 
NOUN FORMATION 
 

To form a noun in a particular case and number in the first declension, you need to add 
these endings to the “stem”. You find the stem simply by dropping the ‘a’ from the 
nominative singular, which is always the first entry given for a noun in the dictionary (the 
second entry is always the genitive singular, or – as above – the genitive singular ending). 
You can always identify the declension of a noun from its genitive singular ending. 
 

Exercises 
 

1. Identify the case and number of the following nouns (note that sometimes there will be 
several options): agricolam, nautis, feminarum, filia, linguae, ranas 
 

2. Provide the Latin form indicated for the following nouns: poet (nom. pl.), eagle (dat. sg.), 
queen (gen. sg.), goddess (abl. sg.), woman (voc. sg.)  
 

CASES cont. ... 
 

The genitive case is often best translated into English with “of ...”, and you will see the 
POSSESSIVE GENITIVE frequently. This type of genitive denotes the person or thing to 
whom/which another noun belongs. The genitive is a case which qualifies another noun: 
 The pirate ate the queen’s sandwich. 
 The sailor stole the poet’s lyre. 
 

The vocative case is the case used for direct address, and is often seen with the interjection 
o. Its syntactical function in the sentence depends neither on the verb, or on its qualification 
of another noun. The convention usually is to separate the vocative with commas: 
 o regina, pirata aquilam poetae dat. O queen, the pirate gives an eagle to the poet. 
 

The ablative case can often be translated with “by”, “with”, “from” or “in”. It is an adverbial 
case (it modifies the action of the verb). It is often seen with prepositions, including these: 
 in in; on    ā / ab  (away) from 
 dē (down) from   ē / ex  (out) from 
 

PREPOSITIONS 
 

A preposition is a short word, which does not change its form (much). It is usually placed in 
front of the noun and it expresses the function of a noun in a sentence. In Latin, the 
preposition will govern (i.e. determine) the case of the noun. 
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